
Playing the

Game of

Change:

Creating

Conditions

to Thrive

Father: Li fe is a game whose purpose is to

discover the rules,  which rules are

always changing and always

undiscoverable.

Daughter: But I  don’t  cal l  that a game ,

Daddy.

Father: Perhaps not.  I would  ca l l  i t  a

game, or at any rate “play”.  But i t

cer ta in ly  is  not  l ike chess or

canasta.  I t ’s more l ike what

ki t tens and puppies do.  Perhaps.

I don’t know.

—Gregory  Ba teson
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A Shift of Perception

The real voyage of discovery consists not in

seeking new landscapes, but in having new

eyes. —Marce l  P rous t

The tension of our t imes is that we want our

organizat ions to behave as l iv ing systems,

but we only know how to treat them as

machines.

—Margare t  Wheat ley

The layers of complexity in the issues we

live today, the ongoing rapid and often

unforeseen changes, the sense of things

being out of control — all signal that

conventional wisdom (derived from a

mechanist ic worldview) does not provide al l

the answers.  Albert Einstein’s often quoted

advice: “No s igni f icant  problem can be

solved from the same level of thinking that

created i t . ”  g ives us a clue for an escape

from the confusion.  The premise of this

synthesis is that leverage in today’s

turbulent world comes from appreciat ing —

conceptually and experiential ly — the

patterns and dynamics within  change in

complex adaptive systems.  Appreciating

what is going on within change requires a

shi f t  o f  percept ion  to accommodate both

object and relationship, parts and the whole,

content and pattern, stabil i ty and instabil i ty,

being and becoming.

Supported by Aristotle’s claim: “The task of

sc ience is  to expla in the pr inc ip les and

funct ions of nature’s complexi ty and

changes. ”  the Game of Change offers a

coherent overal l  f ramework derived from

contemporary science’s explorat ion of

complexity, instabil i ty, non-l inearity,

evolution, paradoxes, etc.  Based on an

understanding of how order and change

arises from states characterizing l iv ing

systems — complex, irregular, chaotic — the
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Game of Change distinguishes three aspects

of the spiral ing cycle of change —

Emergence, Metastabil i ty and Transcendence

— which can be l ikened to birth, maturation

and death/transformation.

This art i f icial separation is intended to

highlight key paradoxes within  change.

Brief ly, in Emergence  — where the aim is to

spontaneously generate a new form of order

out of  disorder — change rel ies on the

col lect ive result  of self-organizing,

spontaneous, non-l inear, local, untraceable

interact ions to emerge an unexpected new

order.  In Metastabi l i ty  — where the aim is to

survive by operat ing at the “edge of chaos”

(the transit ion zone between system

disintegration and r igidi f icat ion where

contradictory drives are dynamical ly

balanced for optimal f i tness in a co-evolving

environment) — incremental, adaptive,

gradual change embodies the experience

gained in complementing stability and

instabil ity, cooperation and competit ion,

current eff ic iency and long-term

ef fect iveness,  without  v iolat ing  the pattern

of organizat ion, the “sense of sel f”  enacted

by the system.  In Transcendence — where

the aim is to break through the constraints of

the past in search of possibi l i t ies to evolve

fur ther  — radical, discontinuous change

(destruct ion) opens possibi l i t ies for the

emergence of new patterns of information

and connection that supersede the

establ ished order, the created forms.

Discernment — the abil i ty to see things as

they real ly  are versus how they are

supposed to be or feared to be — makes one

more responsive to the dynamics of change.

Appreciating the principles and dynamics

operating behind the events and the details is

invaluable in accurately perceiving what is

happening as it happens and thus, in

mastering change-abi l i ty  — in identifying

what condit ions to create to achieve greater

congruence between intent ions and

outcomes .   Notwithstanding, with chance,

randomness, surprise, unpredictabi l i ty of the

future, and the reign of the specif ic over the

general  — in other words, with the non-

l inear nature of complex adaptive systems —

there are no guarantees.  There is just the

playing of the game.

Findings from contemporary science

resonate with human experience, support ing

what phi losophers, poets, and spir i tual

tradit ions have been saying for centuries.

Hence, there is nothing new  (other than

scientif ic jargon) in the Game of Change.

The spiral ing cycle of change is something

we a l ready know — intui t ively  — and have

responded to in myriad of ways.

Intellectually, on the other hand, the ideas

advanced in this synthesis may disturb as

they invite a loosening of our grip on

certainty — a certainty stemming from a

logical,  l inear, clock-l ike worldview founded

on the structure and behavior of material

objects.  Unlike machines where change is

instal led, i t  is not possible with individuals

and human-based systems (teams,

organizat ions, societ ies, etc) to foresee and

control outcomes with any certainty.  Links

between cause and ef fect  are lost  in the

unfolding of events in non-l inear systems.

Since human-based systems are subject to

the same principles that govern complex

adaptive systems (a key premise of this

synthesis) they cannot be dictated to or

directed in any rel iable fashion .   Like

complex adaptive systems, they balk (often

in creat ive, unanticipated ways) at the

imposit ion of generic solutions or “magic-

bul let” recipes concocted by external

experts.  Nonetheless, their processes and

behaviors can be tweaked, advised, incited,

shepherded, catalyzed by environmental

condit ions.  Thus, change agents intervene

most ef fect ively in the inner workings of a

human-based system by cult ivat ing the

conceptual ,  emot ional  and logist ical

condi t ions  favorable to the natural unfolding

of desirable results and qualit ies.  Like

gardeners who can only  create the optimum

condit ions under which plants can grow,

change agents do not “manage” change

direct ly but act to  create contexts  f o r
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individuals and human-based systems to

improve their change-abil i ty.  Consequently,

impl icat ions of each aspect of the cycle of

change are outl ined in terms of creating

condit ions to attune to the natural unfolding

of the “game.”

Talmud’s insight: “We don't  see things the

way they are.  We see things the way we

are . ”  appl ies to this work in progress.  The

Game of Change is but one possible

synthesis of  the nature of change — a

synthesis colored by the author ’s own quest

for  a  new set  o f  lenses to  v iew the

perplexit ies of organizational development.

As such, i t  is  best approached with an

explorer’s openness to inquiry.  The

possibi l i t ies of the ideas advanced in these

pages depend on a persona l  engagement

with them (thinking and acting as i f  they

were t rue) in order to convert  “hol low”

language — mere academic arguments, into

“solid” language — meanings anchored in

experience.

EMERGENCE: Tinkering a New
Order

Recent insights into the nature of l iv ing

systems suggest that l i fe ’s unique

capabi l i t ies for novel ty,  learning, and

adaptation come about not by way of design

but through emergence.  —Fr i t jo f  Capra

Contrary to some of our most deep-seated

bel iefs,  mess is  the mater ia l  f rom which l i fe

and creat iv i ty are bui l t ,  and i t  turns out that

they are bui l t ,  not according to some pr ior

design, but through a process of

spontaneous sel f-organizat ion that produces

emergent outcomes. —Ralph Stacey

Complex adaptive systems produce “order

for nothing” — order without any blueprint,

master plan, or central ized control.  They

rely on disorder/chaos to generate new

order through a process of spontaneous,

bottom-up self-organization among

autonomous part icipants answering to their

own rules and needs.

The process of emergence is dist inguishable

into four interdependent aspects: Begin with

Interactions; Spawn Information; Expect

Unintended Order; and “In-form” a Structure.

1. Begin with Interact ions

Rather than thinking of an organizat ion as

an imposed structure, plan, design, or role,

i t  is  c lear  that  in  l i fe ,  organizat ion ar ises

from the interact ions and needs of

individuals who have decided to come

together. —Margare t  Wheat ley

Without interactions, nothing happens.  In the

quantum world, in teract ions  are ALL there is

to real i ty.  Quantum wave functions are not

probabil i t ies of “things” but probabil i t ies of

interactions.  Subatomic particles appear and

disappear as a result  of continual

interact ions between dif ferent quantum

fields.

Interactions that are routine or designed to

achieve pre-determined outcomes do not

engage the process of emergence.  Only

interactions of a spontaneous, non-l inear ( in

all directions), local, unpredictable,

untraceable, self-organizing nature can

foster the t inker ing of  a new order.

Needs — anything from surviving to creating

original newness, anything to receive or to

contr ibute — shape interactions by providing

the context  for  exchanges between

part icipants.

CREATING CONDITIONS

We can no longer stand at the end of

something we visual ize in detai l  and plan

backwards from that future.  Instead, we

must stand at the beginning, c lear in our

intent,  with a wi l l ingness to be involved in

discovery. —Margare t  Wheat ley

While sel f -organiz ing is  t ime-tested,  i t  does

require a cul ture of  sel f -mot ivat ion,  sel f -

responsib i l i ty ,  and personal  accountabi l i ty .
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—Tom Peters

At i ts essence, every organizat ion is a

product of how i ts members think and

interact .  —Peter  Senge

The more we access one another, the more

possibil i t ies there are.  Emergence requires

part ic ipat ion .  The kind of participation that

welcomes the messy web of unplanned

connect ions that fosters emergence requires

knowing needs, showing up, taking

responsibil i ty, and being open to outcomes.

Knowing what cal ls us to part ic ipate is

important because needs drive us to fulf i l l

them and thus, inf luence what we choose to

notice.

Showing up is about gett ing involved in the

co-creat ion of  our wor ld — not just  wai t ing

for others to act.   As the old adage “ I f  i t  is  to

be, i t  is  up to me. ”  at tests,  showing up is

about exercising personal leadership as i f

we make a di f ference, as i f  our unique

talents add value and meaning for others.

Taking personal responsibil i ty involves

standing behind our actions and being

answerable for al l  that we do or don’t  do.  I t

involves owning up to our part in both

current  and future state of  af fa i rs.

Being open to outcomes is a receptive

att i tude that embraces new perceptions of

reality.  Being open to outcomes involves

connect ing with al l  possible resources,

ideas, experiences, and people.  It means

approaching each interaction as an art ist

approaches a blank canvas — without pre-

judgements — because in emergence we

can’t know ahead of t ime whose potential

wi l l  mani fest  in what way unt i l  we are in

relation.  In other words, ski l ls and abil i t ies

are of ten evoked by the situation.

2. Spawn Informat ion

Information is a di f ference which makes a

dif ference.  —Gregory  Ba teson

In complex adaptive systems, increased

interact ions = increased information f low =

increased disorder.  The key to moving to a

new order from the disorder l ies in

participants’ explorat ion  of  the i r

d i f fe rences  (via chemical, behavioral and/or

language exchanges) to d iscover new ways

to get their needs met.  Participants’ different

experience of  one another spawns new

information which self-organizes into local

agreements about how to belong together to

get needs met.

CREATING CONDITIONS

An organizat ion that creates information is

nothing but an organizat ion that al lows a

maximum of sel f -organizing order out of

chaos. —Iku j i ro  Nonaka

To raise new quest ions,  new possibi l i t ies,  to

regard old problems from a new angle

requires creat ive imaginat ion and marks real

advances in science. —Alber t  E ins te in

There is no ultimately correct  interpretation

of the “real world.”  In quantum logic, we

continually bring forth personal and

collective realit ies via the sense-making

processes of observat ion and interact ive

communication.  Since information self-

generates out of new relat ions and non-

l inear connections, a new interpretat ion of

“ real i ty”  — a new  way of  making sense of

experiences which leads to a new agreement

on how to belong together to get needs met

— spawns out of mult iple, diverse, small

group dialogue around questions that matter,

questions that tap underlying needs.

Questions that matter transform casual

conversations into col lect ive inquiry.

Exploring questions that matter raises the

pressure for  a new synthesis out  of  the

“disorder” of disconfirming information

(anomalies, inconsistencies, contradict ions)

and of ambiguous information of no immediate

value or with no predefined outcome.

Sense-making of such information is
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catalyzed by lett ing go of persuading others,

lett ing go of certainty and agreements, lett ing

go of  “ r ight ”  answers.

Addit ional ly,  spawning a new interpretat ion

— especial ly one that broadens possibi l i t ies

— of a meaningful topic is faci l i tated by the

same qualit ies characterist ic of dialogue:

voluntary participation; al legiance to a

guiding cr i ter ion outside of everyone’s views

(truth, the bottom l ine, survival, wisdom,

etc);  sel f -disclosure; wi l l ingness to change

our mind; suspending personal beliefs to

better grasp dif ferent interpretat ions;

exploring (without attacking or defending)

underlying assumptions; honoring all

perspect ives as val id facets of  a complex

world;  appreciat ing di f ferences wi thout

reconci l ing them; accept ing who we already

are and support ing each other with trust and

respect.

Storytell ing and creative play complement

exploratory dialogue as processes that

spawn information.  Stor ies al low us to step

in the steps of others, to part icipate in the

meanings they made.  By recounting

exper iences  rather than advocating ideas,

storytel l ing offers a way through polar izat ion

and confl ict in the pursuit  of new meaning.

Manipulating analogies and metaphors,

images and speculat ions, real-world

observat ions and fantasies —  without a clear

purpose  — is the essence of creat ive play.

The i rreverence of creat ive play softens our

inbred resistance to seeming “ incorrect” and

thus, sets f ree our innate capaci ty for

curiosity, wonder and experimentation.   To

play is to learn.

I t  is important to note that spawning

information and making decisions are

anti thetical  processes.  Sett l ing too early

into concluding answers or decis ions by-

passes emergence.

3. Expect Unintended Order

not so much looking for the shape

as being avai lab le

to any shape that may be

summoning i tsel f

through me

from the sel f  not mine but ours.  —A.R.  Ammons

The whole universe, i t  seems, is lawful and

yet i t  has freedom of choice.  The pr ice for

this f reedom is an inabi l i ty to know the f inal

dest inat ion or to be in control  of  the journey.

—Ralph Stacey

Local agreements on how to belong together

to get needs met generate local

interdependent connections.  Order  is the

col lect ive result  of a pat tern  of local

interdependent connect ions — a network of

relationships based on shared in format ion .

Enfolded in the network of relat ionships is a

pattern of  organizat ion  — a SELF.  This

Self  — the new order emerged from disorder

— is the center , the identi ty  that determines

the essential qual i t ies  o f  the new system.

The emerged Self displays properties and

capabil it ies that never existed before  and

could not be predicted from the parts.  The

unpredictable, qualitative change (as in

2+2=apples) expressed in the new pattern of

organizat ion is always di f ferent f rom the

mere sum of i ts parts.  One property of

interact ive, non-l inear feedback systems

(complex adaptive systems) is

unpredictabi l i ty  — it is not possible to

foresee the global outcome of interactions or

to reduce the global pattern to participants’

behavior or character ist ics.

CREATING CONDITIONS

The “emergence of the unexpected” impl ies

less emphasis on predict ions and more on

explanat ions. —Mika  Pantzar

The essence of  being a leader is to make

sure the organizat ion knows i tsel f .  —Mor t

Meyersen
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In refusing to accept the truth for what i t  is

we deny the power contained within it. —Kur t

Hanks

How a pattern of organizat ion — the

unintended order, the genuine novelty, the

unexpected qual i t ies  which cannot be

inferred from part icipants — emerges is a

m y s t e r y .   Nevertheless, since the Self

captures how part ic ipants exper ience  one

another, accessing individual and collective

experiences in relat ion to the “whole” can

unveil  the identity of the greater system.

Noticing within ourselves our experiences of

integration into the greater system requires

being present  to the here-and-now.  Being

present means paying attention — to

feel ings, f leet ing thoughts, circumstances,

bits of imagery, pieces of information, minute

inf luences — to discern what is happening

as i t  is happening.  Observing our own

presence — our own part ic ipat ion — within

the larger picture offers greater clar i ty into

our personal responsibi l i ty for creating the

condit ions to achieve greater congruence

between intentions and outcomes.

Routine group reflection on questions such

as: “What are our in -pract ice  commitments to

each stakeholder groups?” or “What has

already happened that wil l  create the

future?” enables us to surface our col lect ive

experiences of the implicit and explicit

agreements on how to belong, the principles

and values displayed in our behaviors, the

needs that have called us together.  These

factors are embodied in stories.  Stories

al low us to reconnect events and thus, to

ident i fy the consistencies which underl ie the

ongoing stream of action.

Regularit ies in individual and collective

experience const i tute the “rules of

interaction” — the pattern of organization

that shapes our part icipation in the greater

system.  Noteworthy however,  is  that  what

we  wan t ,  wha t  we  fea r ,  wha t  we  a re

seeking — all undermine our abil i ty to discern

the regularit ies in actual experience and

thus, to determine appropriate courses of

act ion to achieve greater congruence

between intentions and outcomes.  Truth

often extracts a pr ice we are unwi l l ing to

pay.

4. “ In-form” a Structure

This is not  a universe of  th ings,  but  a

universe of the “no-thing” of information,

where meaning provides the “software” for

the creat ion of forms. —Margare t  Wheat ley

The interdependent whole honors diversity

as the whole becomes much greater than the

sum of the separate parts. —George Land

“ In-forming” is a process of structur ing

information via messy networks of feedback

loops.  The ensuing steady, al l-directional

f low of information welds interdependent

relat ionships into a structure that

continuously “embodies” the pattern of

organization (Self) via the three

distinguishing properties of complex adaptive

systems: sel f-regulat ion, sel f-renewal,  and

self-organizat ion.

Self-regulat ion  is the abil i ty to exchange

energy, matter and information with the

environment such that the whole — the

common fate — is preserved by members

who autonomously init iate, amplify, dampen,

or adapt to disturbances hit t ing from without

or generated from within the system.  Self-

regulat ion creates the necessary resi l iency

for “errors” to lead to learning.

Self-renewal  is the abi l i ty of the parts to

interact in such a way as to cont inuously re-

create the whole,  and of  the whole to

inf luence the interact ions of the parts to that

end.

Self-organizat ion  is the abil i ty to

spontaneously respond to disorder wi th new

behaviors and structures generated from

inner guidelines rather than external

imposition.  Thus, an emergent structure is

a lways  a  t emporary  solution, changing to f i t
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current needs, changing to ref lect

experience gained (learnings) in interaction

with the environment.

The feedback structure also generates the

speci f ic patterns of  behavior of  the system.

CREATING CONDITIONS

The essent ia l  act  of  organiz ing is  set t ing a

Self  in motion, br inging forth a Self  in the

world.

—Margare t  Wheat ley

What we cal l  an organizat ion is more than

anything else a pattern of knowledge and an

information f low made vis ible.  —Clay Carr

To l ive in an evolut ionary spir i t  means to

engage with ful l  ambit ion and without any

reserve in the structure of the present,  and

yet to let go and f low into a new structure

when the r ight t ime has come. —Erich  J a n t s c h

The Self emerging out of information

spawned in  networks of  inqui r ing

conversations, becomes “ in-formed” via

decis ion-making  conversations.  Given that

a complex adaptive system is webbed with

feedback loops such that information

circulates in al l  direct ions, focusing

decisions on the interactions needed to

ensure prompt, specif ic,  direct feedback  is

pr ior i ty  in t inkering a structure that self-

regulates,  sel f - renews, and sel f -organizes.

A viable structure is one where members

have access to informat ion everywhere in

order to respond appropriately and to

inf luence the outcomes of their act ions.

Appropriate actions are those having to do

with: carrying out the primary tasks that

maintain the system; sustaining the support

of others; remaining in accord with the

whole; keeping options open; retaining

f lexibi l i ty;  reveal ing errors as soon as

possible; and applying learnings from

mistakes, successes, and new experiences.

A structure that  actual izes the Self — the

general qual i tat ive  features of  the pattern of

organization — is  a lways a work in

progress, a temporary solut ion that works

fo r  now,  a provisional answer tai lored to the

specif ic experiences of part ic ipants in their

situation.  When members value performance

and adaptabil i ty over form, they continually

question and modify the structure to meet

current requirements.

A viable structure does not l imit the

unplanned connections that become

necessary in the course of interact ion.

Short, col laborative “ learning loops” of

reflection, experimentation, and action help

to understand, create, maintain, and

continually refine the interdependent

relat ionships and processes which enable

the whole to exhibit  i ts systemic propert ies.

Jazz is a f i t t ing metaphor to describe the “ in-

forming” influence of the Self.  Compared to

the written, detailed notation rel ied upon by

classical music performers, jazz does not

precisely prescr ibe what musicians are to

play.  Jazz’s notat ion is below the surface,

an underlying girder that supports and “ in-

forms” the performance, providing the basis

for col lective improvisation.  When the Self is

known by al l ,  al l  players reference the same

“rule book” in shaping their own role and

making congruent decisions at the local level.

In other words, “ in-forming” col laboration

depends on clear alignment around shared

purposes and shared meaning — al lowing for

shared ownership for  resul ts  without

sacr i f i c ing  autonomy and diversity.  Through

a consistent and personally meaningful

sense of Self,  committed part icipants are

able to act autonomously and yet remain in

accord wi th the interests of  the whole.

Individuals, teams, work units, organizations,

professions, etc, are able to improvise their

own unique contr ibutions to organizing the

Self and to art iculate their own accountabi l i ty

for outcomes.

METASTABILITY: Sustaining
Paradoxes
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A great truth is one whose opposite is also a

great truth. —Thomas Mann

The best  s ign of  in te l l igence is  the abi l i ty  to

hold good, but contradictory ideas in one's

head at the same t ime.  Character is to act

on two good contradictory ideas. —James

Champy

The art  of  progress is to preserve order

amid change and to preserve change amid

order.

—A l f r ed  No r t h  Wh i t ehead

The dict ionary definit ion of paradox reads:

self-contradictory statement that may

nonetheless be true; a statement confl ict ing

with commonly accepted opinion  of  what  i s

reasonable or possible.  The simplest way to

avoid paradox is to deny i ts existence by

reject ing hal f  of  i ts sel f -contradictory or

“unreasonable” proposit ion.  Yet, either/or

statements do not capture all  of reality.  The

presence of paradox is an inherent feature

of the universe.  Empirical data indicate that

everything in the universe exists in two

states simultaneously — solid and immaterial,

part icle and wave, being and becoming.1

In the context of metastabil i ty, “existing in

two states simultaneously” takes the form of

a dynamic tension between stabi l i ty (via the

pattern of organization, the Self) and

                                                                
1 Integral to the sol id state is a wave state

where the future potential — the becoming of

the being — l ies.  The wave of probabil i t ies

collapses into an actualized state (a part icle,

an event, etc) by an act of interact ion.  For

instance, both aspects of  a paradox co-exist

but  we “see”  (co l lapse the wave of

probabil i ty) the one we set the “experiment”

up to see — the one aspect  we want or

expect to see.  According to quantum theory,

the material world does not have objective,

pre-determined features but comes forth

from interconnections among various

processes of  interact ion.  In other words,

the answer is :  “ I t  al l  depends.”

instabi l i ty ( in the specif ic actual ization of the

Self in interaction with i ts environment.)

Metastabil ity — globally stable instabil it ies —

is thus an expression of  complementari ty of

opposi tes .  This principle states that mutually

exclusive or contradictory behaviors are

both  necessary and integral  aspects of one

and the same phenomenon and accordingly,

are mutually complementary (the opposites

include each other.)  Consequently, in the

pursui t  of  survival  a metastable system is

driven by both competit ion and cooperation,

both chance and necessity, both

cohesiveness and diversi ty.

Sustaining paradoxes — both provoking

destabil izing tension and protecting from it —

is only possible when the system operates at

the “edge of chaos.”  Walking is a f i t t ing

metaphor to describe the persistent

disequil ibrium (never fal l ing but never

ceasing from fal l ing) which is the hal lmark of

a system poised at the edge of chaos — at

the transit ion zone between system

disintegration and ossif ication.  Just l ike

transferr ing the weight to the foot in f ront

until disequil ibrium is reached and the other

foot (now in front) takes the load, change in

one direction automatical ly sets off

counterchange in the opposite direction, thus

producing a new balance — but an unstable

one that leads to st i l l  further changes.

Operating at the edge of chaos is about

dynamically balancing contradictory drives to

enable the most effect ive learning to occur.

A  metastable system does not resolve

paradoxes — collapsing opposites into a

unity engages the Transcendence aspect of

change — but continual ly “re-arranges” the

diametrical ly opposed forces into temporary

solutions that embody learnings (experience

gained in interaction with the environment) to

fit the needs of the moment.  Learning

“regulates” the dosage of novelty and

confirmation, of freedom and structure, to

balance the system at the edge of chaos.

In the context of metastable human-based

systems, “exist ing in two states
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simultaneously” also takes the form of a

dynamic tension between the formal system

(the stable Being) and the informal system

(the destabil izing Becoming.)  The formal

system (embodied in procedures, customs,

habits, r i tuals, control systems, pol icies,

responsibi l i ty and authority definit ions, task

descript ions, task-related roles, etc) exists

to secure stable, predictable, eff ic ient,

system-wide patterns of behavior compatible

with the system’s pr imary tasks (what

members need to do to sustain themselves

and the support of others external to the

system.)  The informal system is a kind of

shadow of the formal system, consist ing of

unoff icial social and poli t ical l inks created by

members reaching out for the resources,

information, and relationships needed to

continually learn and adapt to novel

situations.

At the edge of chaos, both aspects operate

in tension with each other — the formal

system by reinforcing status quo and the

informal system by seeking to alter it.  In

other words, compliance to structure and

conformity to the system’s Self  as  wel l  as

individual freedom to experiment and

continuously learn uphold metastability in

human-based systems.

The maxim: “The more things change, the

more they stay the same.”  captures the

incremental, adaptive variations over t ime

characterizing change in the context of

Metastabil ity.  The shift from Emergence to

Metastabil i ty is the shift from development to

performance.  The purpose of change in

Metastabil ity is survival  — the preservation

of the Self ,  of the pattern of organizat ion.

The repl icat ion of success (survival)  is

supported by changes which improve either

current ef f ic iency or long-term ef fect iveness

without violat ing the “sense of self”  the

system is enact ing .

The fo l lowing discussion of  two

“complementarity of opposites”:

Complement  Referenc ing  the  Se l f  w i th

Co-Evolving the Self  and C o m p l e m e n t

Opt imiz ing Per formance w i th

Diversifying Locally  i l lustrates the interplay

of opposites in sustaining paradoxes.

Complement Referencing the Sel f  with
Co-Evolving the Self

Search for some kind of constant and

permanent suspension of your temptation for

certainty.

—Franc isco  Vare la

We cannot choose one perspect ive over

another and expect i t  to work in al l

s i tuat ions without introducing a distort ion

which eventual ly bounces back on us in

unexpected ways.

—Michae l  Greenwood

A  metastable system consists of systems

nested wi th in other systems, of  "wholes

within wholes" arranged in a strat i f ied order

from lower to higher levels of complexity.   A

member at one level is a system — with its

own Sel f  — one level  below.  A metastable

system preserves i ts part icular organizat ion

of complexity (strat i f ied order) when mutual

sel f - interest  is  served — when the survival

and self-actual izat ion needs of the sub- and

higher- level systems are best sat isf ied via a

symbiotic relationship.

To remain poised at the edge of chaos, a

metastable system needs both cohesion and

diversi ty to co-exist.   To sustain this

paradox, members display the opposite but

complementary quali t ies of self-assert ion and

integration.  Members both express their

unique Self through autonomous action (self-

assert ion) as wel l  as  cooperate in accord

wi th the whole — the next higher level of

complexity ( integration.)

To uphold the integrity and cohesiveness of

the whole, members reference the Self — the

common  sense of  the whole,  the purpose

and values shared and experienced by al l  —

of the “community” they form.  The Self is the

sense-making process of the system.  The

Self notices and interprets information
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consonant with the meanings invested in i ts

structure ( the complex web of

interdependent relationships.)  In other

words, the Self  f i l ters for information i t

knows how to use to serve i ts  current

exchanges with the environment.  Thus, self-

reference is a kind of distr ibuted control,

incit ing members toward part icular behaviors

and actions based on the meaning derived

from an interaction, event, idea, etc.

Metastabil i ty at the edge of chaos is

dependent on the ongoing tension between

negative and posit ive feedback, where one

restrains whi le the other provokes.  Al l

formal systems are based upon negative or

compensating feedback, damping down

dis turbances  to steer the orderly

performance of pr imary tasks (the current

survival strategy.)  When complex adaptive

systems reach their  metastable state, they

sel f-regulate to stay that way, counteract ing

superficial changes through their “ immune

system” — their sense-making Self.

Yet,  diversi ty enters the picture via the fact

that the Self of the system members

reference make up only one of many

realit ies.  Through self-assertion, members

exercise their autonomy to reference a

number of sense-making sources (individual,

system, supra-system, etc) for choosing

what to notice, what meaning to assign, and

what act ion to take in response to that

meaning.  Thus, behind the stable facade of

the formal system, the informal system

operates via posit ive feedback — ampli fy ing

disconf i rming informat ion and di f ferences  to

escalate small events into large-scale

consequences, t iny variat ions into

unexpected outcomes, disconfirming

information into new meaning — in order to

engage in co-evolution.  Co-evolution is the

ongoing dance of incremental, adaptive,

gradual, reciprocal change between al l

players and the environment they shape.

The informal system needs to operate in the

transit ion zone between system

disintegration and ossif ication in order to

improve the f i tness  of the formal system.

Fitness is neither total adaptation to, nor total

independence from, an environment but

rather a property of interact ion .  In a co-

evolut ionary world,  a metastable system

survives as long as i ts expression  — its

specialization, its unique capabil i t ies, i ts Self

— cont inues  to create valued  opportunit ies

for members and neighbors to get their needs

met.  Thus, systems at every level co-

determine the condit ions of each other’s

existence, of each other’s interdependence.

The non-l inear feedback network structure of

a metastable system — especially i ts informal

aspect — impl ies that the specif ics of co-

evolving the Self can not be entirely

intended, predicted, directed or control led.

(Non-l inearity means that an effect is not

proport ional to a cause, that very sl ight

variances can escalate into large-scale

consequences or unpredictable results when

repeatedly fed back in self-reinforcing

loops.)  The co-evolut ionary process is

driven mostly by adaptive and transformative

learning.  Adaptive learning occurs when the

behavior is adjusted in the l ight of i ts

consequences for a part icular purpose.

Transformative  learning occurs when the

sense-making underpinning the behavior is

altered in the l ight of the responses the

behavior provokes.  Whereas adaptive

learning targets the structure of the system,

transformative learning targets the Self,  the

meaning  the structure is enacting.

“Threatening” co-evolutionary developments

expose previous learning (embodied in the

formal system) as maladaptive.  To perform

new primary tasks or perform them in novel

ways in response to environmental

challenges, what the Self  perceives  and what

meaning i t  assigns  to the disconfirming

information must change.  In other words, an

aspect of the sense making of the formal

system must be superseded by the “f i t ter”

learning in order to be enacted in a “f i t ter”

structure.  In the context of metastabil ity, the

“f i t ter”  change must  be consistent with the

system’s history and with i ts environment (or
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else the system engages the Transcendence

aspect of  change.)

CREATING CONDITIONS

We are always in a dance with the context

we f ind ourselves in, trying to match our

rhythm to the movement of the environment

and have the environment move to us. —Kur t

Hanks

Men are disturbed not by things that happen,

but by their  opinion of the things that

happen.

—Epic te tus

He who confronts the paradoxical  exposes

himself  to real i ty.  —Fr iedr ich Durrenmatt

Since the future is unknowable and uncertain

— emerging unpredictably, moment by

moment, from the non-l inear, self-organizing

interact ions of co-evolving players in the

internal and external environments — the

informal system needs to continually learn in

order to continually “become,” to continually

shape i tsel f  to new understandings.

Learning, in this context, pertains to the

abil i ty to navigate change by changing

oneself to remain harmonious with the co-

evolving environment.  A metastable system

operates at the edge of chaos — learns most

ef fect ively — when condi t ions that both

contain and provoke anxiety are present.

Anxiety is a key control parameter in keeping

poised between the stable and unstable

zones in human-based systems.

Container Condi t ions ( for  stabi l i ty)

In a chaot ic world, the organizat ion must

have stabi l i ty at  i ts core.  I t  must have a

center,  a coherent,  consistent sense of sel f .

—Margare t  Wheat ley

The under ly ing reason for the resistance is

the total  system’s attempt to maintain i ts

integri ty.

—Clay Carr

A clear,  consistent sense of  Sel f  of  the

system members jointly organize around

contains anxiety by creat ing the safety and

comfort  of  the known.  A clear,  consistent

formal system Self (mission, norms,

assumptions on how to do business, values

and behaviors rewarded, current decis ions

and act ivi t ies, off ic ial  interpretat ions of i ts

history and sense of  i ts  future,  etc)  acts as

a “magnetic north” — a common orientation to

what is important.  The result is a shared

wor ld of  s igni f icance to reference — shared

facts, ideas and mental models that define

“good judgement” at the level in question

(group, organizat ion, industry, society, etc.)

Using good judgement  — a col lect ion of

perception models rooted in past experiences

— is  how we f i l ter  for  purposefu l

information.  Purposeful information is

anything that conf irms current structures and

that we know how to use to accompl ish the

formal system’s current primary tasks.  To

safeguard status quo however,  good

judgement blocks aspects of our perception.

By screening out much of current

possibil i t ies and threats, good judgement

contains anxiety.

The various measures of the formal system

are devised to provide the purposeful

information required to perform primary tasks

in accordance with bel iefs about what is

important.  Given competing “selves” shaping

decisions and actions in a multi- layered

world, complementing conventional

performance indicators with feedback on the

Self  — the issues, experiences and stor ies

that capture agreements on how to belong,

as wel l  as the values and principles shaping

behaviors, decisions, joint actions —

faci l i tates the process of  sel f - reference and

thus, good judgement as to what is important.

A c lear,  consistent sense of  Sel f  acts as an

“internal compass," minimizing the need for

operational controls and command

hierarchies.  These “external,” deviat ion-

curtai l ing feedback strategies are necessary

to counteract the sel f -maximiz ing  behaviors
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(which eventual ly destroy the host system)

that result  when members do not (or cannot)

reference or assume responsibi l i ty for the

higher-level system’s Self.   Conversely,

when members internalize the “big picture” —

the shared meanings of the higher-level

system’s Self — they can act autonomously

to balance the greater system’s needs with

local interests (as in the motto: “Act Local ly

Th ink  Globa l ly ”).  This balancing act is

stabi l izing as long as the self-preservat ion

needs of the greater system are not

emotionally perceived by its members as a

threat to their own sel f -preservat ion needs.

Provoker Condi t ions ( for  instabi l i ty)

The dogmas of the past are inadequate for

the stormy present and future.   As our

circumstances are new, we must think anew,

and act anew.

—Abraham Lincoln

Always act in such a way that further

poss ib i l i t ies  a r ise .  —Heinz von  Foers ter

Containing anxiety without abandoning the

edge of  chaos ( in favor of  increased

order/stabil i ty) is more l ikely in condit ions

where a cul ture of  t rust ,  to lerance and

respect  prevai ls  and where power

di f ferences are exercised wi th compassion

for fears of fai lure and embarrassment as

the informal system challenges “good

judgement” in the interest of superseding

maladaptive learnings embodied in the formal

system.

Learning begins with perception.  To keep

the meanings enacted by the Self relevant to

the needs of i ts co-evolving internal and

external environments, members need to

keep attuned to environmental information —

especial ly through direct and rout ine contact

between themselves and with customers,

suppl iers, regulators, competitors and other

enterpr ises.  Furthermore, they need the

opportuni ty and capacity for honest sel f-

ref lection — for questioning, val idating or

revising assumptions, bel iefs, perceptions,

mental models, values, and experiences in

ways that  create greater  poss ib i l i t ies .

Greater possibi l i t ies are created by

broadening understanding o f  what does and

does not  work under what c i rcumstances.

Transformative  learning changes the way of

perceiving, of thinking, of making sense of

the world, of interpret ing and assigning

meaning.  The informal system engages in

transformative learning when members play

with anomalies and contradictions.  Play —

where real-wor ld observat ions and fantasy

come together in the form of metaphors,

analogies, simulations, visions, or scenarios

of  possib le futures — invi tes new

experiences that chal lenge old views.

Via polit ical maneuvering, experimentation,

and other “noise amplif ication” (posit ive

feedback)  processes,  a  successfu l  new

meaning comes to supersede an aspect (an

assumption, bel ief, perception, value, etc) of

the formal system’s Self.

Complement  Opt imiz ing Per formance
with Diversi fy ing Local ly

An adaptive system must trade off between

exploi t ing a known path of  success

(opt imizing a current strategy),  or divert ing

resources to explor ing new paths ( thereby

wast ing energy try ing less eff ic ient

methods). —Kevin  Ke l l y

What is required for ef f ic iency now is the

enemy of what is required for future f i tness.

—Ralph Stacey

I f  one thinks of the Self in “Referencing the

Self with Co-Evolving the Self”  as the

compass, the propensit ies outl ined in this

next  “complementarity of opposites” are the

map — the operationalization of the Self.

To survive competit ion, a metastable system

co-evolves towards increased ef f ic iency —

towards a structure that minimizes resources

to be imported from the environment to

ensure sel f - renewal .   In other words,  a wel l -
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establ ished system str ives to expend the

least  amount of  ef fort  and resources that

wi l l  support both continuity of the Self  and

growth through repl icat ion of the success

pattern  — that organization of relat ionships

that meets the needs of members and

external stakeholders at a given moment.

Eff iciency gradual ly increases through tr ial

and error — through adaptive  learning where

feedback from consequences of a behavior

is used to improve its performance.  The

ult imately  ef f ic ient  system is one which has

optimized its internal organization (the f lows

of information, activit ies, interactions,

people, money, equipment, etc) to fully

adapt  to i ts current  internal and external

environments.  Yet, the more a system

succeeds in i ts niche, the more it  behaves in

a regular predictable manner that reinforces

its status quo, the l e s s  resi l ient in the face

of turbulence it  becomes due to the

rigidi fying effect of equi l ibr ium.  A state of

equilibrium in a complex adaptive system is

one where no new information enters,  no

new learning is provoked, no adaptive

change occurs.  Too much adaptation, too

much eff iciency, too much stabi l i ty atrophies

learning skil ls.  When members continue

acting upon unquestioned assumptions —

sustaining the i l lusion of a predictable

environment — further learning is impaired,

rendering them vulnerable to changes in

strategies pursued by others in a co-evolving

wor ld .

Order p e r s i s t s  far  f rom equi l ibr ium  — in a

state at the edge of chaos.  Far from

equil ibrium conditions are produced by

continual disturbances hit t ing from without or

self-ampli fy ing from within the system.  A

well-establ ished system depends on

innovations (doing things dif ferently) to

remain at the edge of chaos.  Consequently,

a metastable system builds in excess

capacit ies and redundancies — that is,

ineff ic iencies — to foster diversi ty via local

t inkering of solutions.  Diversity handles the

requirement for cont inued effect iveness

(doing the r ight thing for long-term survival)

by creating more niches, more possibi l i t ies of

interaction to get needs met.  Thus, when

one l ink in the web (member) is destroyed or

when one strategy no longer works,  other

connections, other solutions are available to

enact what is required to preserve the Self .

A  metastable system generates diversity in

an emergent way, start ing with small

changes at the periphery where the

stabi l iz ing inf luences of the system are the

weakest .   Diversity is contingent on

autonomous action.  Autonomy — the

flexibi l i ty to form new internal and external

connections by generating, amplifying or

dissipating disturbances — enables members

to respond to local needs and contingencies

with incremental, adaptive variations in

structure.

When a local structural change both

counteracts competing strategies and el ici ts

cooperation by proving to be more eff icient

(or more of  whatever is valued by the Self)

than the previous structure — whi le  s t i l l

preserving the integri ty of the whole  — it

becomes part of the purposeful information

f low and core network of  relat ionships.  In

other words, a local diversi ty becomes

“institutionalized” to optimize the

performance of the higher- level system.

Optimization is about leveraging, at the level

of  the whole,  what  is  work ing anywhere in

the system.  In complex adaptive systems,

optimization does not import or impose

change on members.  Rather, optimization

occurs  when — as a consequence of

learning  — participating members reach a

dif ferent agreement on how best to relate to

one another in the interest of eff ic ient task

performance.

CREATING CONDITIONS

The forces that operate to lock an

organizat ion into a successful  strategy, to

suck i t  in to the stable zone,  seem to be

extremely powerful.   The antidote is

continual ly to seek to keep the shadow
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system on the boi l ,  to keep coming up with

novel ways of doing this and then containing

the anxiety that is raised. —Ralph Stacey

For a metastable system to operate at the

edge, members continually re-arrange

paradoxes.  As anxiety is a natural  response

to paradoxical situations, condit ions that both

contain and provoke anxiety come into play in

balancing the tension between current

ef f ic iency and long-term effect iveness,

between conforming for performance of

current pr imary tasks and exploring

dif ferences for learning and long-term

survival .

Container Condit ions

No autopoiet ic [self-organizing]  s t ructure

can stabi l ize i tse l f  forever ,  but  i t  has,

nevertheless, to defend i tsel f  to i ts utmost

and to damp the f luctuations.  I f  i t  would not

do this, nothing much would come of

evolut ion. —Erich  J a n t s c h

The formal system’s structure operates via

negative feedback to keep the organization in

the stable zone.  The formal system’s

regulatory and maintenance activit ies (such

as planning, budgeting, performance

monitoring, rewarding conforming behaviors,

etc)  damp down smal l  d isturbances ,

“ locking-in” those stable, orderly, predictable

behaviors to eff ic ient ly perform primary

tasks — thus enabl ing sel f-renewal of  the

organization.

Negative feedback is not inherently bad.  By

constraining activi t ies to those that have

proven to work in a given environment,

negative feedback steers an organization to

“stick to its knitt ing” — to perpetuate the

successful  strategy.  Change in this context

is planned and focused on both

elaborating/expanding the winning strategy

and on making routine operations more

eff icient.  This more-of-the-same-only-better

l ine of thinking presumes that the

environment is wel l-known and stable.

The repeti t ion of previous success formulas

by a funct ional ly eff ic ient  formal system acts

as a most effect ive container of the anxiet ies

unleashed by the subversive act iv i t ies of i ts

informal system.  Because the orderly formal

system suppresses surpr ises (negat ive

feedback) to keep an organization performing

according to pre-determined intentions, i t

provides the requisite stable facade — the

i l lusion of certainty — behind which the

destabil izing learning processes vital to long-

term effect iveness can be played out.  The

constraining ef fect  of  the formal structure

acts as a psychological  “safety rope” for

behind-the-scenes working out of

undermining (to the status quo) solutions.

Provoker Condit ions

Never, ever rest on your laurels.  Today’s

laurels are tomorrow’s compost.  —Tom Peters

Nature requires excess capaci t ies and

redundancies for evolut ionary creat ivi ty.   I f

every f iber of  an organism’s being were

dedicated to some productive use, nature

would have no raw materials with which to

create novelty.

—Mark  Youngblood

I t  is  cr i t ical  levels of  d iversi ty that  enhance

further learning. —Ralph Stacey

The demand for eff icient performance inhibits

learning by institutionalizing routine —

thereby compromising the organization’s

resi l ience and effect iveness in a co-evolving

environment.  The formal system remains

effective — while at the same t ime being

eff icient at producing and marketing goods

and services (pr imary tasks) — when the

informal system is in continuous f lux, keeping

the organization at the edge of chaos by not

being ful ly adapted to the current

environment.  Just l ike burning a firebreak

mit igates the destruct ive ef fects of  a forest

fire by keeping it small, the informal system’s

role is to constructively undermine the status

quo in the interest of  ef fect iveness and thus,

future f i tness.
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Whereas change in the formal system

(negative feedback) is an intrusion, change

in the informal system (posit ive feedback) is

its l i feblood.  High tolerance of r isk-taking

and tr ial and error learning (that is, high

tolerance of  anxiety)  as wel l  as surplus

resource and t ime are necessary to fuel

“subversive” act ivi t ies/ ideas as potential

sources of  strategic diversi f icat ion.

Tolerance is an indication of the openness  o f

a system to the establishment of internal

and/or external relat ionships and practices

for the t inkering of local innovations.  I t  is

noteworthy that premature appl icat ion of

performance-based measurements impedes

experimentation while in formal  sharing of the

new possibi l i t ies offered by local innovat ions

encourages their pursuit .

By vir tue of the fact that a human-based

system exists in niches created by other

systems’ goods and services, the most

promising direction in diversifying is to

create more niche possibi l i t ies for valued

goods and serv ices (whose providers

thereby make a l iv ing) which in turn afford

niches for yet other goods and services, and

so on.  When the co-evolut ion of

organizations and environment yields

increasing diversi ty  of  goods and services,

economic viabil ity is more l ikely for all.

The local diversity must not be too dissimilar

to the formal system (sanctioned purpose

and strategies, rout ine processes,

technologies, etc).  There sti l l  needs to be a

symbiotic relationship between the local

system and the higher-level system.

Accountabi l i ty- to-the-whole quest ions such

as: “How might this idea complement the

goods or services of a key stakeholder?” or

“How might this idea help us create value  f o r

our group/organization/etc by creating more

value  for our stakeholders?” keep diversi ty

within tolerable l imits for al l  nested systems

to remain metastable.

TRANSCENDENCE: Optimizing
Evolvability

Each new stage of development has within i t

the seeds of further change. —Pen t t i  Ma laska

The important th ing is th is:  to be able at  any

moment to sacrif ice what we are for what we

could become. —Char les duBo is

Chaos often breeds l i fe,  when order breeds

habi t .  —Henry Adams

In the face of chaos, disorder, randomness,

errors,  accidents,  a metastable system wil l

str ive to maintain the Self by gradual

variat ions in structure.  Yet, nothing that has

ever emerged and managed to persist in a

metastable state is exempt from

transcendence.  Transcendence  — the

radical,  discontinuous shif ts (destruct ion) to

create a change of kind  — is the result  of

incessantly extending beyond the constraints

of the past.  Incremental, adaptive variations

in structure — where advances are extended

and extrapolated from the past — provide

changes of degree, but not of kind.

Transcendence moves beyond the past by

evolving the organizat ion of information  or in

other  words,  by superseding the Self  ( the

pattern of organization of information

enfolded in the set of interactions that

consti tutes the essential quali t ies of a

complex adaptive system.)

When doing the “right things” no longer

produce intended results and the metastable

system becomes unable to meet arising

needs, a breakpoint  — a juncture between

death and transformation — is reached.

Amid the systemic confusion characterist ic

of breakpoint, the stabil izing constraints

(negat ive feedback) of  metastabil i ty weaken

and the dynamics of change shif t

dramatically from variat ions based on

similarity to connection with, and integration

of, the strange and dif ferent.  To yield a

qual i tat ively  d i f ferent pattern of order and

complexity (a new Self)  t ranscendental

change rel ies on new ways  to  o rgan ize
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in format ion (via posit ive feedback — the

disorderly, unpredictable amplif ication of t iny

variat ions from init ial  condit ions) which

translates into new rules of interact ion

which “ in- forms” a new pat tern of

relationships.

In equivalent terms, what is cal led for at

breakpoint is a re- invent ion ,  a re-emergence

of a Self  into a new repeatable pattern of

success — one capable of  metastability

under the new condit ions.  Members of the

old Self  successful ly negotiate the

breakpoint crossroad by part icipating in

organizing di f fe rent  information into

meaningful new arrangements.  The emerged

Self  — the new pattern of organizat ion

enfolded in the new network of

interdependent connections — adapts to

condit ions that would traumatize members

adhering to the rules of interaction that

consti tuted the previous Self.   The previous

pattern of organizat ion is not necessari ly

destroyed in the process.  I t  is usual ly

subsumed by, or re-interpreted in l ight of, the

uni fy ing system’s Sel f  which “ in- forms”

members into a new col lect ive with a

di f ferent set of  interact ions.

By reaching out beyond the boundaries of

the Self to real ize  an untapped potent ia l ,

t ranscendence i rreversibly moves onward to

ever more evolvabi l i ty.  Through new

patterns of information and connection,

transcendence supersedes the sel f -

referential rules, the mechanisms, the

created forms in search of possibi l i t ies, of

new forms of  expression to evolve fur ther.

Transcendence plays with possibi l i t ies in

contrary direct ions — possibi l i t ies for

increasingly diverse forms of  sel f -

expression, as wel l  as possibi l i t ies for

increasingly integrated systems which

cohere and sustain th is diversi ty wi th new

wholes,  new “se lves. ”   Evolvabil ity thus

progresses in the direct ion of e v e r  m o r e

complex, diverse, special ized, autonomous,

interpenetrat ing connections between system

and environment at all levels.

CREATING CONDITIONS

And so long as you have not experienced

th is :

To die and to grow,

You are but a troubled guest

On the dark earth.    —Goethe

We must become the change we seek in the

world.  —Mahatma  Gandhi

A conceptual understanding of the process

of transcendence can inspire the courage

necessary to embrace the destruct ion  — the

sever ing  o f  biological, mental, social,

physical, technological, and/or cultural

re la t ionships  — that opens possibi l i t ies for

the emergence of  new wholes wi th in wholes

and new integrat ing wholes that harness this

diversi ty.   The “creat ive destruct ion” aspect

of change in Transcendence opens

possibil i t ies to resolve paradoxes (whereas

change in Metastability re-arranges

paradoxes.)

Transcendence of a human-based system is

predicated on transcendence of some of i ts

members (as l itt le as 2.5% — labeled

innovators . )   Noteworthy however,  is  that

transcendence is not experienced in the

same way at the individual versus

sociocultural level.  At the individual level,

transcendence is about resolving

contradict ions wi th in the total i ty  of  who we

are.  It is about realizing the union of

either/or proposit ions l ike good/bad,

r ight/wrong, love/hate, health/ i l lness,

me/you.  At the sociocultural level, i t  is about

paradigm-breaking inventions that spin-off

new industr ies or inst i tut ions.  Thus,

conditions are distinguished into Individual

and Sociocultural.

Indiv idual  Condit ions

In order to arrive at what you do not know,

you must go by way of ignorance.

In order to possess what you do not

possess,

you must go by way of dispossession.
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In order to arrive at what you are not,

you must go through the way in which you are

not. —T.S.  E l io t

The rel inquishing of  the lesser is  the

gaining of the greater.  Give up al l  and you

gain a l l .

—Sr i  N isarga t ta  Mahara j

At the level of an individual, the passage

through a breakpoint — the “nothingness”

between breakdown and breakthrough to a

new order — feels l ike annihilation.  The

transcendence aspect of individual change

begins with a breakdown — an “ i rresoluble

bind” where adhering to what worked in the

past  exacerbates the cr is is .   The downward

spiral of an increasingly painful and

frustrating dilemma leaves no alternative but

to abandon denials, let down defenses, and

face the fear and despair  of  having nowhere

to stand and seeing no possibi l i ty of ever

finding solid ground.

The “dark night of the soul” journey to the

place of breakthrough (the transcendental

real ization) requires fu l l  sur render  to

immedia te  exper ience  w i thout

re ferencing habi tua l  ways of  making

sense  o f  i t  — without ignoring, denouncing,

manipulating or attacking evidence contrary

to adopted mental models about who we are

and how the wor ld works.   The t rapeze art is t

is a f i t t ing metaphor to describe the

transcendental journey.  The trapeze art ist

has to f i rst  let  go of the swinging bar she is

holding (sever relat ionships) and f ly through

the air without anything to hold onto

(experience the loss and chaos of no longer

knowing her place in the scheme of things)

before she can grab hold of the next bar ( the

next breakthrough realization.)

According to quantum physics,  we create

our real i ty (col lapse the wave of probabi l i t ies

into an actual ized state) by how we choose

to perceive and interact  wi th everything,

everyone, every event.   Since which aspect

of the “becoming” wave col lapses into

“being” real i ty is largely determined by what

the observer expects  to observe, the key to

"new ways to organize informat ion” lies in a

perceptual shif t .   In other words, col lapsing

a d i f ferent  aspect  o f  the wave of

probabil i t ies depends on accepting

emotionally (containing anxiety) that the

“real i ty” f i l tered by the Self is inherently

incomplete and then waiting — without

part icular  expectat ions  — fo r  a  new

awareness to emerge.

The realization that resolves a paradox — an

irresoluble bind — can be prompted by

outside intervention or be glimpsed via

imagination, intuition, and/or dreams.  This

breakthrough (insight) typical ly brings on a

period of disorientation as the Self — the

core bel iefs and assumptions that create

order and meaning out of the complex reality

— becomes re-interpreted, pushing past the

bonds of the past (good judgement) to

supersede the paradox.  The new,

integrat ing wholeness is not iced by others

as greater discernment or wisdom.

Embracing the relativity of confl ict ing

perspectives abates hasty “good judgement”

and lets each situation speak for i tself .

Sociocul tural  Condi t ions

The seeds of fai lure are often contained in

the f ru i ts  of  success.  —David  Hurs t

At breakpoint ,  the rule change is so sharp

that cont inuing to use the old rules not only

doesn’ t  work,  i t  erects barr iers to success.

—George Land

What makes reform so di f f icul t  is that we try

to achieve i t  with methods springing from the

very same bel ief system that we intend to

reform.

—Peter  B lock

The very strength of  metastable

organizations — the abil ity to maintain the

status quo — constrains their  capacity to

respond appropriately in a turbulent

environment demanding radical,

transcendental change.  In a crisis, the
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natural reaction is to intensify the tr ied-and-

true, tradit ional methods and solutions.

When answers from the past only

temporari ly, i f  at al l ,  counter the buffet ing

from the environment, survival typical ly takes

the route of downsizing the organizat ion.

The ensuing destruction is not “creative

destruct ion”,  however.   Unl ike f i re which

opens up patches within a mature forest,

downsiz ing does not create the necessary

condit ions for new elements to enter the

situat ion, for new connections to be made,

for  new processes to operate.

In deeply troubled times, assignment of

meaning to events becomes the central

predicament.  It is no longer a question of

problem solving but of problem f inding .   By

making sense of equivocal information, it

gradually becomes apparent that the key

competit ive advantages have become the

root of the harmful constraints binding the

organization.  This realization calls for a  re-

invention  of the organization — a

transformation of the relat ionships that

determine its identity (the Self) and behavior

patterns.

The creat ive destruct ion of transcendence

targets the quintessence of the organization:

how members think and interact.   While

conditions described in Emergence invite all

members to revisit their shared values and

bel iefs and to experiment with new

behaviors, t ranscendence additionally

requires condi t ions for a few inventors to be

total ly dedicated to generating the new

formula that wil l  optimize evolvabil i ty, that

wi l l  “reach beyond the Self  to real ize an

untapped potential.”

Unlike innovation (doing things differently)

which keeps a wel l-establ ished organizat ion

metastable, invention (doing different things)

doesn’t  mix with day-to-day operat ions.

Because invent ing is a “noisy” process with

no detectable pattern or relevance for some

undeterminable period of t ime, inventors need

to be at arms length — free from control,

direct ion, and remonstrance for lack of

productivi ty — from the formal system but

linked via in formal  information sharing

across al l  levels of the organization.

A “ transcending” inventor is one who:

•  has the courage to break with the past —

to let go of sanctioned real i ty;

•  tolerates high levels of anxiety, absurdity,

unknown, and others’ misgivings;

•  manipulates an “either-or” situation into a

“both-and” condit ion;

•  combines unrelated things (opposites

even) in useful  ways;  and

•  values imagination, intuition, compelling

dreams as ways to  sense what  wants  to

“become” in the manifest world.

And l ike the bacter ia who two bi l l ion years

ago invented a metabolic system that

required the very substance that had been

deadly poison (oxygen,) inventors need to

explore quest ions such as:  “How can we

take what feels l ike a threat and alter i ts role

into an advantage?”; “What would i t  take to

put the formal system out of business?”;

“What strange or surprising developments

out there beckon us on to a di f ferent future?”

Although the typical objective of the formal

system is to germinate the “seed of renewal”

internal ly, in pract ice the foreignness of the

invention triggers the organization’s “immune

system,” intensifying the usual negative

feedback controls ( this is why the airplane

industry was not pursued by rai l roads.)

Because a “transcending” invention — a

ground-breaking new pattern of information

and connection that better satisf ies emerging

needs — challenges the common sense of

the “establ ishment,” i t  is best when the

sponsoring organization supports the

invention as a stand-alone start-up.

Eventually the invention reforms tradit ional

values and pract ices into a dist inct industry

or institution or subculture.  Unlike the

“phoenix’s death and rebirth into f lames”

experience of transcendence at the

individual level, a metastable human-based
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system is superseded by losing dominance

as the prevai l ing way of  sat isfy ing needs.

Non-Conclusion

To l ive in this world you must do three

things:

to love what is mortal,

to hold i t  against your bones knowing your

l i fe

   depends upon i t ,

and when the t ime comes to let i t  go,

let  i t  go.     —Mary  O l i ve r

I t  is not the answer that enl ightens but the

quest ion. —Eugène Ionesco

Typical ly, at the end of a writ ten piece the

author pul ls al l  the str ings of her thesis to a

f ine point and renders a conclusion.  I  wi l l

not obl ige because, as the science of our

t imes submits, an answer is a temporary

event specif ic to a context,  is a part icu lar

sense-making developed through the ongoing

interaction of part icipants and

circumstances.

In accordance with the Spawning Information

aspect of Emergence, by not ending with a

neat and t idy conclusion I hope to create a

condit ion for the ideas advanced in this

synthesis to continue to self-organize in the

minds, hearts, and l ives of readers.  In this

spir i t  of inquiry, I  invite the readers to l ive

into answers to my compell ing “questions-

that-matter”:

•  To what extent does the Game of Change

resonate with human experience?

•  To what extent does the Game of Change

— with i ts understanding of the natural

cycle of creation, maturation and

destruction/transformation that al l  complex

adaptive systems must undergo — assist

in mastering change-abil i ty?

•  To what extent does the Game of Change

descr ibe the condit ions which seduce us

to CHOOSE LIFE actively, fully, everyday?

On the journey from which the Game of

Change emerged, I have lived into one

answer:  the sel f -organiz ing property of

information “guarantees” that knowledge —

the organization of accumulated experience

into meaningful structures of thought — wi l l

never be enough.  “Stat ic” knowledge of the

fundamental patterns and dynamics

underpinning the spiral ing cycle of change

needs to be complemented with the playing

of  the  game  — the “dynamic” wisdom to

cont inual ly tear at the i l lusions of what we

think we know, and to cont inual ly l ive with

what we do not know, immersed in the

vastness of  the Mystery.
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